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join us in celebrating

National Assistant Principals Week 
April 10–14, 2017
National Assistant Principals Week was established by NASSP to:

• Honor and recognize the contributions of assistant principals to student success

• Encourage recognition activities that promote awareness of the assistant principal’s role in  
school leadership

• Announce the National Assistant Principal of the Year

Help us share all the great things assistant principals do for your school and community.  

Visit NASSP.ORG/APWEEK to get ideas for celebrating.

#APWEEK

the assistant principal
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Fostering Lifelong Learning
CARRIE WEESE  

Mental Health and Stress: From a 
Student’s Perspective
JENNIFER ALQUICIRA 

Making the Most of Social Media
MATT SOETH

Celebrate 
National Student 
Leadership Week
Promote this special 
week dedicated to 
recognizing student 
leaders with this 
special insert. This 
year’s theme is 
“Making a World 
of Difference.” Pull 
out the poster in the 
centerfold, including 
instructions for a 
video challenge, and 
display it for all to see!
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EXTRA CREDIT
What makes you feel accomplished?

 Receiving positive 
feedback from 

peers and stakeh
olders after 

completing a project m
akes me feel 

accomplished.

Seeing and knowing that my efforts 
have a positive impact on others. 

Students and their successes foster 
a feeling of accomplishment, while 

confirming the work has just begun.

I feel accomplished when the people I 

work with are able to take ownership 

of a project or initiative and expand it 
beyond its infancy.

As you enter the spring months, we encourage 
you to consider opportunities to cultivate future 
leadership among your potential officers and 
members who will continue the charge: “Making 
a World of Difference.” 

We would like to offer three strategies for 
succession planning: First, ask your current 
officers to host informational presentations, 
write and share articles or blog posts, or hold 
general outreach and recruitment events to 
communicate the charge of the NASSP Student 
Leadership Initiative on global citizenship. These 
are also opportunities to share information 
about what is planned or things that have 
already been achieved. Second, conduct virtual, 
in-person, or anonymous town hall events where 
members of your student body can offer ideas, 
highlight specific needs, and possibly volunteer 
for your forthcoming programming. You may 
also wish to consider implementing NASC’s 
Raising Student Voice & Participation program 
(www.nasc.us/rsvp). These two strategies 
magnify student voice, while also connecting 
students who are not currently engaged to an 
idea or a cause. Third, as students express their 
interest in leadership roles in your chapters and 
councils, you may ask that they respond to the 
question: “What will you do to ensure that your 
leadership in this chapter/council promotes the 
idea Making a World of Difference?” 

We are excited to learn from you. See all the 
ambitious efforts underway and get inspired by 
visiting www.makingglobalchange.org. Be sure 
to share your experiences via social media using 
#MakingGlobalChange. 
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MAKING A 
WORLD OF 

DIFFERENCE 

How are your students #MakingGlobalChange? 

Join student council and Honor Society chapter 

members around the world in the fi rst-ever 

NASSP student leadership initiative on global 
citizenship. Tell your students to post their pics 

to Instagram and we’ll help them pay it forward! 

Their Instagram post using #MakingGlobalChange 

could win $100 for their favorite charity. 

Get involved and start 
planning today! NHS, NJHS, NEHS, NASC are programs of NASSP.

Visit www.makingglobalchange.org for ideas and contest details.

16_SP_Ad_NI-Global-Citizenship_P5.indd   1 12/5/16   11:11 AM
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SANNOUNCEMENTGMORNIN

Pinkerton Academy in New Hampshire will host the 80th NASC National 
Conference. From June 26–28, 2017, hundreds 
of students will gather to experience this year’s 
theme—Out of This World Leadership. At this 
conference, students will improve leadership skills, 
exchange ideas, network, and get inspired. Stay 
tuned for more information and visit 
www.nascconference.org. Follow NASC on 
Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram along with 
#NASCConf17.

With the new year comes new webinars for NHS and NJHS 
student members and parents. During February, March, 
and April, the National Honor Societies will host three 
more webinars as part of its college admission planning 
webinar series, including sessions on college affordability 
and first steps in a college search. Advisers, as you induct 
members this spring, be sure to make them aware of these 
opportunities. These webinars are a great way to welcome 
new members and show them the value of an NHS or NJHS 
membership. To register for these webinars or to view any 
previous webinars on demand, visit www.nhs.us/webinars or 
www.njhs.us/webinars. 

NJHS advisers, do you have members in your chapter who go above and beyond 
during the school year? Applications are now open for you to nominate your 
students for the NJHS Outstanding Achievement Award. The award recognizes 
500 exceptional NJHS students nationwide, each with a $500 award to be 
placed in a college savings account managed by OppenheimerFunds (OFI Private 
Investments) as part of the New Mexico Trust Board’s 529 college savings plan—
The Education Plan. You can nominate as many NJHS members as you wish. The 
application deadline is March 13, 2017. Winners will be announced in the spring. 
For more information, visit www.njhs.us/oaa.

NJHS Advisers—
Nominate Your Outstanding Members

New Year, 
New Webinars

SEE YOU IN NEW HAMPSHIRE 
FOR THE NASC NATIONAL CONFERENCE
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ROBIN WILLIAMS ’’‘‘No matter what people tell you, words 
and ideas can change the world.

Did you know March is the official month to celebrate middle 
level education? Together with the Association for Middle Level 
Education, the National Forum to Accelerate Middle Grades 
Reform, Adolescent Success, ACT, and Let’s Move! Active Schools, 
NASSP strongly encourages you to celebrate your students and 
teachers in grades 6–8. To view resources, as well as gather more 
information and ideas on how to plan your Middle Level Education 
Month celebrations, visit www.nassp.org/mlmonth.

February
NJHS Outstanding Achievement Award applications open
February 1: Student deadline for NHS Scholarship program
February 3–5: LEAD DC
February 10: Recommendation deadline for advisers, principals, 

and faculty for NHS Scholarship program
February 10–12: LEAD Chicago
February 15: Deadline for NASC National Council of Excellence 

applications
February 15: Deadline for NHS/NJHS Rynearson National Adviser 

of the Year Award nominations
February 15: NHS/NJHS college admission planning webinar: 

“Early Planning for College Affordability”
February 27: Deadline for #HonorYourFutureNow NHS/NJHS 

Instagram contest submissions
February 28: Deadline for NHS/NJHS Outstanding Service 

Project submissions
March
Middle Level Education Month
March 13: Deadline for NJHS Outstanding Achievement Award 

nominations 
March 22: NHS/NJHS college admission planning webinar: 

“Choosing the College That’s Best for You”

Dates to Remember

National Student Leadership Week (NSLW) is April 16–22, 2017, and we 
want to see how you’re making a world of difference! During NSLW, schools 
around the country recognize and reinforce the important role of student 
leaders. This year, we want students to create a “Tasty-style” video to share 
how they are making a world of difference and then share these videos via 
social media using #MakingGlobalChange and #NSLW17. For more details 
and tools to create these videos, take a look at the poster in the centerfold 
of this issue!

CELEBRATE! 
MARCH IS MIDDLE LEVEL 

EDUCATION MONTH

Time To Make a 
World of Difference
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UPDATE
NASC 

facebook.com/ 
nasc4leaders

nasc.us twitter.com/
nasc_

@nasc4leaders pinterest.com/
nasc4leaders 

What Does It Take to Be a 
National Council of Excellence? 

Complete Three Service Projects—Including One Supporting the Global 
Citizenship Initiative
Ideally, all councils are planning projects that support at least one of 
the strands of the student leadership initiative on global citizenship. To 
achieve NCOE status, however, it’s a must. Note that all projects submitted 
for consideration with the award application must satisfy different 
categories. Three projects should be submitted for the base award; four if 
applying for Gold status.

Don’t Procrastinate! 
Enter your projects in the National Student Project Database early, or 
you could put your eligibility in jeopardy. Projects must be approved by 
NASC and published—only published projects count toward the award. 
If your project is submitted without time for approval, your application 
could be incomplete.

Pay Attention to Details 
Remember to check the box that indicates your project is an NCOE entry! 
Also, make sure you’ve met the 200-word minimum, included photographs 
and sufficient data, and labeled your project with the appropriate award 
year—which is the following calendar year.

Meet With Your Principal
Once your application is complete, meet with your principal and student 
representatives so the principal can do a full sight-based evaluation of 
your evidence. If this is your first time applying, he or she will also need to 
write a letter of recommendation.

You have nothing to lose and everything to gain. Visit www.nasc.us 
/ncoe for more information. �

Now is the perfect time to start preparing for the 2018 (yes, 2018) 
National Council of Excellence (NCOE) award—especially if you have yet to 
challenge your council to strive for this recognition. The award year runs 
January through December to give the award committee the full scope of 
your council’s operation over a school year. 

For the uninitiated, the application process may appear intimidating, 
but many advisers who have done it say that it was the most worthwhile 
exercise their council had undertaken. Building a portfolio (or “brag book”) 
brought to light their council’s strengths and weaknesses, while the sign-
off process allowed for unprecedented visibility with their principal.

Here are some tips to guide you through the process. 

Download the Application
Review the application at www.nasc.us/ncoe—this will serve as your 
outline as you collect evidence to document your council’s activities. Even 
if you’re not planning to apply for the 2018 award, use the application to 
guide the skills and knowledge your council should be developing and 
projects it could be tackling. 

Start Building Your Portfolio Now
You’re likely already fulfilling the award criteria by regularly documenting 
activities (e.g., creating attendance records, minutes, and meeting 
agendas; archiving records). So, building a portfolio should just be a 
matter of compiling an ongoing sampling. One of the award’s underlying 
goals is to help advisers and officers create an NASC standards-based 
culture of excellence in operations, practices, and activities. If your council 
isn’t doing these things consistently, start now so it becomes routine.

Create a Login
There’s no need to complete the entire application in one sitting—if 
you create a login. This allows you to access the application from any 
computer and enter information along the way. Choose a memorable, 
sharable password, like your school’s mascot and the award year (e.g., 
Falcons2018), so students can easily contribute.
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UPDATE
HONOR SOCIETY 

nhs.us njhs.us facebook.com/ 
nhsandnjhs

instagram.com/
nhs_njhs

twitter.com/
nhs_njhs

5 Service Ideas to Help Your 
Chapter Make a World of Difference

Positive Social Change
MAD (Making a Difference) Cards 
Students at Lake Hamilton High School in Pearcy, AR, distribute index 
cards imprinted with “Thank you for making a difference in my life. All I ask 
of you is that you send this card to two people who make a difference in 
your life and stay anonymous.” Students who receive the cards pass on 
the message, sometimes attaching balloons and treats to make it more 
special. The school reports, “By doing this project, people realize that with 
just a smile or a simple hello, they can make a difference in someone’s life.”

Empathetic Actions and Wellness 
Can the Principal
Are your food drives getting too canned and stale? Consider this idea from 
Notre Dame High School in St. Louis, MO. Challenge students to collect 
nonperishable food items and store them in the principal’s office with 
the hope of collecting enough food to force the principal into the hallway. 
Notre Dame’s drive worked, with the student body donating 3,985 cans.

Awareness/Perspectives
White Ribbon Week
Students at Rockdale County High School in Conyers, GA, sponsor 
White Ribbon Week during the week of Valentine’s Day to teach teens 
about the physical, social, and emotional dangers of early sexual 
involvement. The week helps students “take charge of their lives with 
information to avoid giving in to negative peer pressure,” says Kristen 
Meador, school pride chairperson.

Encourage members to share their ingenuity on social media  
using #MakingGlobalChange and #NSLW17, or visit  
www.makingglobalchange.org. �

This year’s National Student Leadership Week theme, “Making a World  
of Difference,” is especially significant for two reasons: It embraces  
and encourages service—a pillar of the National Honor Societies— 
and it supports the two-year NASSP Student Leadership Initiative:  
Global Citizenship. 

To fuel your members’ creativity, we dug into the National Student 
Project Database to discover five clever service projects that support  
the initiative’s strands.

Equity
Special-Needs Prom
The students of Pennridge High School in Perkasie, PA, host an  
annual prom for special-needs adults. Held in the school cafeteria,  
the event features refreshments, a DJ, and student council dance  
partners. Guests come dressed in their best outfits. “Our students  
enjoy hosting the prom as much as our special friends from the 
community enjoy participating,” reports adviser Mike White.

Civic Engagement
Wall of Honor 
NHS members at Trout Lake School in Washington created a Wall  
of Honor. Students filled out a form to provide a service member’s  
name, time of service, military branch, and the sponsoring student.  
A flag of red and blue paper served as the framework, and completed 
forms created the flag’s white stripes. The display was placed in  
the school’s main lobby. “I heard comments like, ‘I didn’t know my  
uncle actually fought at …’ or ‘My uncle served under …’ ” says Laurie 
Sherburne, NHS adviser. Students discovered a connection between  
their families and the history of our country.

 



Does Your School
Have a Council
of Excellence?
The NASC National Council of Excellence 

Awards provide national recognition for student 

councils in middle level and high schools that 

consistently provide quality leadership activities 

and service to their schools and communities.

There are two award levels:

THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF EXCELLENCE

THE NATIONAL GOLD COUNCIL OF EXCELLENCE

Your student council can earn the award 

based on evidence of a strong leadership 

program that meets council goals, functions 

in ethical and responsible ways, and 

engages others in leadership, spirit, civic, 

and service activities.

NASC is a program of NASSP

Visit www.nasc.us/ncoe 
for the National Council 
of Excellence criteria and 
application.

NASSPSTR15-0015_memb_NASC_ADVISE_full_10-15_P2.indd   1 7/15/16   4:05 PM
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Facebook: 
facebook.com/nhsandnjhs  
facebook.com/NASC4LEADERS

Instagram: 
@NASC4LEADERS 
@nhs_njhs

Pinterest: 
pinterest.com/NASC4LEADERS 

Twitter: 
@nhs_njhs  @NASC_

      

Keep Chatting
If you like this page, be sure to 
follow, like, and share with us on 
social media, too! For real-time 
updates, check out these channels:

Fun content and inspiring ideas, straight from NHS/NJHS and NASC social media

CHAT ROOM

Try serving up a book-tasting 
event. Lay out a plate or two 
and pick some irresistible works 
of fiction, nonfiction, short 
stories, and poems for students 
to pick off a menu. Just be 
sure to have a few take-out 
containers ready if they decide 
to take the books with them.

As the year begins to wind 
down and students work 
through the last leg of their 
academic race, give them a 
visual reminder that it’s all 
worth it for graduation. It could 
be just the pick-me-up they 
need to get through the day. 

Use these rules to conduct a #GeniusHour! Students 
aren’t always learning about what they have a 
passion for. Encourage kids to use this independent 
learning time to tap into those passions! 

Search #Prep4College 
on Facebook or Twitter 
for tips from the latest 
NHS/NJHS college 
admission and financial 
aid planning webinar. 
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Have you heard about the NASSP Student Leadership 
Initiative #MakingGlobalChange Instagram Contest? 
We want to see how your chapters and councils are 
#MakingGlobalChange at your school. All you have to do 
is tag a photo on Instagram with #MakingGlobalChange, 
and you’ll be entered to win a $100 donation to a charity of 
your chapter/council’s choice! Check out the hashtag on 
Instagram to see examples and previous winners. There will 
be one winner chosen every month in 2017, so get started!
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Leadership is not simply a thing you do based on a checklist. 
Leadership is more like a lifestyle—a way of living that begins 
with a positive frame of mind. The greatest leaders are those 
who inspire others to become great leaders themselves. So, 
how do we foster an environment for leadership to take hold 
and grow? As a high school teacher and NHS adviser, I have 
some thoughts to share.

Preparing the environment is key. It requires a leader to adopt 
a few vital lifestyle choices: positivity in the face of negativity, 
building healthy relationships, publicly accepting responsibility, 
and actively practicing integrity. Good leadership must be 
modeled daily with the idea that students learn the most not 
when things run smoothly, but when things don’t go as planned. 
Students learn leadership based on how their leader handles the 
worst-case scenario, which is where true leadership emerges.  
By adopting the leadership lifestyle, we provide our students 
with an environment in which these leadership skills can flourish.

BY CARRIE WEESE

FOSTERING
LIFELONG 

LEADERSHIP
How can advisers inspire 
lasting leadership values?
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Winston Sakurai—former student council member, current 
upper school principal at Hanalani Schools in Mililani, HI, and 
the 2016 NASSP Hawaii Principal of the Year—has developed 
his own leadership style, which he describes as “shared 
leadership.” The most important role he says he can play is 
the role of facilitator. He facilitates conversations by asking 
questions and allowing others to take an active role in the 
decision-making process. Like most educators, Sakurai focuses 
on “let’s do what’s best for the students” and then he puts his 
time and effort behind ensuring the teachers have the tools to 
do their job—whether those tools are adequate planning time 
to organize, meet, or work with students; the resources to be 
successful; or the physical space for an event. For Sakurai, the 
most important job is making sure teachers and students have 
the resources they need.

Today’s teachers directly feel the pressures of a tight 
budget, limited time, and less-than-stellar engagement from all 
directions. But leaders cannot let the weight of hard times keep 
them from being good role models.

Positivity Is Key, Negativity Blocks Progress
No matter what, we all have a job to do, and we must all be aware 
of how our attitude affects others. If we approach a potentially 
difficult situation with a negative mindset, we are surely going 
to have a negative result. Why? Negativity blocks progress. As a 
group, if we cannot get past the negative wall we’ve built, then we 
will never proceed to the next level. If, as leaders—and no matter 
what position you hold in a school, you are a leader—we cannot 
get past the “I can’t” and “this is going to be horrible” sentiments, 
how do we expect our students to do so? Students are intently 
watching us and looking for answers. As school leaders, we must 
be cognizant and vigilant to make sure we exude positivity.

First and foremost, a leader must be willing to hear 
suggestions and advice. You know that old saying “two heads 
are better than one?” Sometimes the mere willingness to 
hear from a group can change negativity into positivity. Let 
the students do the work. They are more than capable and 
completely willing to jump in. Our jobs are to plant the seeds and 
let the students learn how to make the garden flourish. Now, that 
doesn’t mean a leader can let go completely. Leaders teaching 
future leaders must be hands-on and involved every step of the 
way to act as guides.

Positive engagement goes a long way toward making an 
organization successful. Sakurai suggests that students are 
the best recruiters for adult leaders. By nature, teachers are 
attracted to education because it is a place they can make a 
difference; they want to work with students toward positive 
change. Organizations such as the National Honor Societies 
or student council are great vehicles to support this endeavor. 
Students become passionate about taking the lead in their 
mission to further their school and their community, and 
advisers are typically more than willing to help students achieve 
their goals. This act of supporting students not only fosters a 
positive approach, but it also creates an environment that helps 
build relationships between the student body and staff. By 
encouraging students to take ownership of their club, the school 
benefits because ultimately students are able to maintain focus 
and improve in school, Sakurai says.

Build Healthy Relationships and Better Communication
Early in his career, Sakurai admits to being “very ambitious,” 
saying that he felt as though he could accomplish his goals 
at all costs by running over people. He quickly learned that he 
needed a more “collaborative leadership style to be inclusive of 

By nature, teachers are attracted to education because it is 
a place they can make a difference; they want to work with 
students toward positive change. Organizations such as the 
National Honor Societies or student council are great vehicles  
to support this endeavor. 
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everyone’s ideas.” Sakurai says, “Not everyone will agree, but 
with a more collaborative mindset, everyone can be heard and 
can walk away from the table with great relationships.” 

Let students learn from your mistakes. Sakurai learned “that 
the journey of leadership, of accomplishment, is when you don’t 
leave anyone behind,” he says. In my experience, when students 
observe our failures, it gives them a sense of our humanity. In 
order to foster an environment of lifelong leadership, we must 
allow our mistakes to be witnessed. At the same time, it is 
imperative that students witness the ways in which we come to 
a solution as well.

Building healthy relationships with colleagues and students 
depends on good communication. In the 21st century, we have 
so many methods of communication it can sometimes be 
difficult to pick the right one: Remind, Schoology, Trello, Google 
Drive, email, Twitter, Instagram. All of these things are great 
tools; however, they are just that—tools. In order to build healthy 
relationships and better communication, focus on being face to 
face. It is important to put the time and effort into listening to 
those who are communicating. 

Having an open-door policy is the way I have found to maintain 
open communication, even though it is not always convenient. 
Start the year by offering members a list of meetings and major 
events, knowing that there are always changes to circumstances 
that interfere with well-laid plans. Students tend to react to these 
changes in a range of ways, so they need to have access to ask 
questions or present ideas for additional projects. Just recently, a 
newly inducted NHS member came to me excited with a service 
project she had planned, but she was having difficulty recruiting 
volunteers. We talked about options and developed a plan. The 
student was able to leave our discussion with several ideas on 
how to proceed and the confidence to move forward.

The best opportunity I have come across since being involved 
with National Honor Society is the professional development 
and networking at the LEAD Conferences. The energy and 
excitement of the very first LEAD moment carries through to the 
next year. Not only are the conferences a great opportunity for 
advisers to network, they are the perfect place for students to 
learn the importance of putting themselves out there to make 
connections across the country. When our student council 
officers attended a LEAD Conference last year, they made a pact 
to connect with at least one person in each breakout session. 
This targeted communication effort earned the students a 
plethora of ideas to implement once we returned to school, 
thanks to input from their new friends.

Accept Responsibility, Admit Failure
Failure happens. It is not pleasant, and it is often embarrassing. 
Remember, when students watch and experience failure, that’s 
the perfect opportunity to teach recovery. Begin by accepting 
responsibility for whatever went wrong (even if you aren’t quite 
sure exactly what that was). It helps to put kids at ease when 
you stand up and say, “I apologize this has happened, and I will 
work diligently to make it right.” What’s the message there? One, 
accept responsibility. Two, make it right. Leadership means 
modeling these very important behaviors. No one can argue with 
that, and it gives you time to assess the damage. 

When something doesn’t go according to plan, call together 
the people involved and start talking. Pinpoint where the 
breakdown occurred, and then come up with a plan to avoid 
it the next time. This learning process is valuable—use it as a 
teachable moment. Don’t try to sweep the failure under the rug 
as if it never happened. 

Of course, it’s also fair to point out that the same failure 
should not happen multiple times. A repeated failure can cancel 
out any acceptances of responsibility because it may appear 
insincere or deceitful.

Failure will not always be your failure; it may be a student’s 
failure. As a leader, it is your responsibility to make sure a 
student’s failure does not do any permanent damage to self-
esteem or self-worth. “Learning from failure has a bigger impact 
than learning from success, because it allows a person to reflect 
upon what it really takes to be a leader and encourages them 
to try something new,” Sakurai says. “We plan for success, but 
if something goes wrong, the re-evaluation session is how we 
learn how to make it successful next time.” 

Leaders can be most effective during the re-evaluation 
process by teaching valuable life skills within a controlled 
environment. Sakurai calls this “controlled failures, or micro-
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failures, where we can mitigate the damage in school, thus 
enabling students to learn from what did go right and what 
didn’t.” Just as the revision and feedback process improves a 
student’s writing, the feedback given during the re-evaluation 
session can teach a student to be a better leader. Throughout 
the experience, we learn alternative methods of leadership, and 
students practice the art of acceptance and admittance. 

Practice Integrity
Every year during NHS induction, principal Dr. Robert Lowerre 
of John Randolph Tucker High School in Richmond, VA, makes 
a point of advising new inductees that “integrity takes a lifetime 
to build, but only a few seconds to destroy.” His message is a 
reminder for all of us that integrity is not a simple character trait, 
but one that takes work. The chapter strives to make sure there 
is transparency in everything it does, such as posting bylaws on 
the school website, blogging about activities, explaining certain 
procedures clearly, and focusing on the message it wants 
people outside the membership to understand. Transparency 
inspires trust. Trust breeds strength in leadership.

Integrity must be nurtured in all aspects of our lives. It is 
the key to inspiring trust and enables leadership. Most adult 
leaders remember their own mentors who helped lead them 
through difficult challenges and who helped celebrate their 
successes. Students now look to us as leaders to pay  
it forward. �

Carrie Weese is an English teacher and NHS adviser at John Randolph 

Tucker High School in Richmond, VA.

Remember, when students 
watch and experience failure, 
that’s the perfect opportunity  
to teach recovery.

The pride of seeing their name on an embossed certifi cate signed by 

the president of the United States and the U.S. secretary of education is 

immeasurable. A congratulatory letter from the president is included. 

Available at no cost.

Let high-achieving students wear their pride. Award them 

the highest honor with the Presidential Seal pin. Just $3.50 

each or $3.00 each when you purchase 10 or more.

ORDER YOUR CERTIFICATES AND PINS TODAY AT PEAP-ACA.org
Sponsored by the U.S. Department of Education, in partnership with NASSP and NAESP.

The President’s Education Awards Program 
Honor high-achieving students through the Presidential Education Awards Program

16_NASSP_Sales_PEAP and ACA_P4.indd   1 12/2/16   4:05 PM
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Ann Postlewaite
DIRECTOR, 

STUDENT PROGRAMS

Jonathan Mathis, PhD
DIRECTOR, 

NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETIES

Dear Advisers,

National Student Leadership Week (NSLW) is April 16–22, 2017, and we hope you and your students will take 
full advantage of this year’s theme “Making a World of Difference.”

This theme ties in closely with the NASSP Student Leadership Initiative: Global Citizenship, which was the 
brainchild of student leaders—the middle and high schoolers who comprise NASSP’s Student Leadership 
Advisory Committee. The two-year initiative brings NASSP and its student programs—NHS, NJHS, NASC, and 
NEHS—together to make global change.

In support of this initiative, we are asking students to get involved by thinking globally and acting locally. To 
share how they are making a world of difference, we are challenging students to create a how-to video showing 
how they can effect change in their schools and communities. Similar to the food-creation videos that are being 
shared across social media, students’ videos can be short and sweet while driving home the importance of 
making global change.

On the next pages, you will fi nd an NSLW poster that you can tear out and hang in your school. 
In addition, you will fi nd more specifi c instructions and tools to use to help create the videos. We 
encourage you to make copies and share those instructions with your students.

Make sure to take advantage of the many online resources to help you plan your NSLW activities found at 
www.nhs.us/nslw, www.njhs.us/nslw, and www.nasc.us/nslw.

Sincerely,

nhs.us/nslw | njhs.us/nslw | nasc.us/nslw
National Student Leadership Week, along with NHS, NJHS, and NASC, is a program of NASSP

APRIL 16–22, 2017 

NATIONAL STUDENT 
LEADERSHIP WEEK 
MAKING A WORLD OF DIFFERENCE

16_SP_NSLW17_Advise_Insert_P5.indd   1 1/5/17   10:56 AM
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You’ve likely seen one of those how-to cooking videos that 

auto-plays in your social media feeds—and gets your taste buds 

doing the happy dance. After one cup of this and two tablespoons 

of that, you are ready to stock up on the ingredients you need to 

make that very tasty treat. What if you thought about the ingredi-

ents you would need to make a difference in the world?

For NSLW 2017, we challenge students everywhere to show us 

how they can Make a World of Difference by producing a video—

live action, animation, or a series of still images edited together—

and posting it to social media with #MakingGlobalChange 

and #NSLW17. We may feature your video on one of our social 

channels!

How To Make Your Video
Let’s say you want to make a world of difference by advocating for 

pet adoptions through your local animal shelter. Here’s how your 

video might look:

Tools to Make Your How-To Video

Animoto
• Free app in iTunes app store

• Make fun videos with photos and/or video clips with or with-
out music and text

Magisto Video Editor & Movie Maker
• Free app in iTunes app store

• Video editor and movie maker with video effects that let you 
turn your videos and photos into full videos/movies

iMovie
• App that is already on iPhones

• Upload video created straight on iPhone to iMovie and edit 
clips together

iPhone/Android Camera
• No video app necessary

• Shoot your how-to video all in one take and upload straight 
to social media

Follow and tag NASC:

 facebook.com/NASC4LEADERS

 twitter.com/NASC_

 instagram.com/nasc4leaders

Follow and tag NHS/NJHS:

 facebook.com/NHSandNJHS

 twitter.com/nhs_njhs

 instagram.com/nhs_njhs

Make a World of Difference and Get Started Today!

nhs.us/nslw | njhs.us/nslw | nasc.us/nslw

APRIL 16–22, 2017 

NATIONAL STUDENT 
LEADERSHIP WEEK 
MAKING A WORLD OF DIFFERENCE

#NSLW17 How-To-Make-a-Difference Video Challenge

Visit the National Student Leadership Week webpages for more tools and tips

5 adorable 
shelter dogs

+5 eager 
student volunteers

= global change 
by reducing 
animal shelter 
populations

+5 happy 
adoptive families

+1 animal 
adoption event 

Go ahead, 
say it: 
Awwww

16_SP_NSLW17_Advise_Insert_P5.indd   4 1/5/17   10:56 AM



“Through NHS, you will work with some of the most 

wonderful students you will ever meet. These are the students 

who have dreams and who will one day be your doctor or your 

nurse or design your house.” –Jose Sologuren, NHS adviser, Skyline High School, Dallas, TX

start or renew your chapter today. 
Discover more at nhs.us or njhs.us. NHS and NJHS are programs of NASSP

A #Futuready For
Exploration

Educators know that setting 
students on their personal 
life journey is humbling and 
gratifying. The National 
Honor Society (NHS) and 
National Junior Honor Society 
(NJHS) allow students to 
explore their passions by 
offering college fi nancial 
assistance to their most 
exceptional members. The 
NHS Scholarship and NJHS 
Outstanding Achievement 
Award programs help 
students who can’t let dollars 
stand in the way of dreams. 

16_SP-NHS_Ad-PL_Futuready_Explorations_P3.indd   1 10/5/16   4:50 PM
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 MENTAL HEALTH AND STRESS: 

FROM A STUDENT’S 

Mental health is about more than what students think and feel. I 
should know; I hid my true feelings for years when I was in high 
school, spending day after day with a fake smile on my face. 
Now that I’m in college and know many friends still working on 
finishing high school, I see firsthand that young teens and young 
adults are faced with uncompromising decisions and complex 
thoughts related to circumstances beyond their control. As 
teens’ brains continue to develop and hormones play a major 
role in guiding day-to-day decisions and actions, teens can feel 
overwhelmed. But you should also know that there are resources 
available to help students cope with triggers that may lead to 
stress, anxiety, and depression. 

The big changes the brain is experiencing may be why 
adolescence is the time when many mental disorders—such as 
schizophrenia, anxiety, depression, bipolar disorder, and eating 
disorders—emerge. Students are encouraged to do their best 
and reach their highest potential to promote the work they do 
for student council and the National Honor Societies (and any 
other organization that gives them a chance to effect change 
and create opportunities for the future). However, that potential 
cannot be met if students are preoccupied with crippling anxiety, 
self-doubt, or depression—especially in social situations. 

 BY JENNIFER ALQUICIRA

RECOGNIZING THE ISSUES
Students all have different ways of coping with 
stress and dealing with social stigmas. One 
of the major factors in overcoming these is 
teaching students they must speak up about 
these challenges. Student stressors can take 
many forms—peer pressure, parental pressure, 
and academic pressure, to name a few. These 
combined burdens can lead to burnout and 
depression, two conditions that will only worsen 
if left unrecognized and untreated. 

“Nearly one in three teenagers told the 
American Psychological Association that stress 
drove them to sadness or depression—and their 
single biggest source of stress was school,” 
cites a New York Times opinion piece “Is The 
Drive for Success Making Our Children Sick?” 
by Vicki Abeles. “According to the Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention, a vast majority 
of American teenagers get at least two hours 
less sleep each night than recommended—and 
research shows the more homework they do, 

PERSPECTIVE
Advisers can play a key role in encouraging kids to get help
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the fewer hours they sleep. At the university level, 94 percent of 
college counseling directors in a survey from last year said they 
were seeing rising numbers of students with severe psychological 
problems,” the article reveals. 

The National Alliance on Mental Illness (NAMI) provides useful 
information for people of all ages and backgrounds to learn more 
about the different types of mental health conditions they may 
suffer from. According to their website (www.nami.org), some 
common signs of mental illness in students can include: 

 n Confused thinking or problems concentrating and learning.
 n Extreme mood changes, including uncontrollable “highs” or 

feelings of euphoria.
 n Avoiding friends and social activities.
 n Changes in sleeping habits or feeling tired and low energy.
 n Changes in eating habits such as increased hunger or lack 

of appetite.
 n Abuse of substances like alcohol or drugs.
 n Multiple physical ailments without obvious causes (such as 

headaches, stomach aches, vague and ongoing aches and 
pains).

 n Inability to carry out daily activities or handle daily problems 
and stress.

 n An intense fear of weight gain or concern with appearance. 
Many schools have also been taking advantage of Adverse 

Childhood Experiences research and the Youth Risk Behavior 
Surveillance System surveys from the Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention (see Resources sidebar). These programs help 
monitor priority health risk behaviors that contribute to the 
leading causes of death, disability, and social problems among 
youth and adults in the United States. 

THE ADVISER’S ROLE IN HELPING STUDENTS COPE
Your role as a leader who gives students direction and guidance 
cannot be emphasized enough. Students look to NHS, NJHS, 
and NASC advisers for advice and support for many things that 
require focus and attention to detail, such as event planning 
and service projects. Advisers of these and other extracurricular 
programs are in the unique position of interacting with students 
outside the confines of the typical school day. With much of the 
academic pressure off, unique bonds between the student and 
adviser can form. Many students may turn to the advisers they 
trust most when facing times of crisis, hoping for meaningful 
answers. “I listen,” says Josephine Zbylut-Birky, student 
engagement specialist and NHS adviser at Omaha South High 
Magnet School in Nebraska. “Then, I suggest strongly that 
students talk to their counselor in order for them to get the 
correct resources that are available here at school or other places 
that help and/or support students with stress and crisis.”

RESOURCES 
WRAP
www.mentalhealthrecovery.com/wrap-is
The Wellness Recovery Action Plan, or WRAP, is a self-designed prevention 
and wellness process developed in the United States by people with mental 
health difficulties. Participants in the system are supported to create their 
own wellness recovery action plan—setting their own goals and recognizing 
what help they need to get there, what helps keep them well, and what puts 
their mental health at risk. 

Youth Risk Behavior Surveillance System 
www.cdc.gov/healthyyouth/data/yrbs
The Youth Risk Behavior Surveillance System (YRBSS) monitors six types 
of health-risk behaviors that contribute to the leading causes of death and 
disability among youth and adults.

The National Alliance on Mental Illness
www.nami.org
NAMI is the nation’s largest grassroots mental health organization 
dedicated to building better lives for the millions of Americans affected by 
mental illness. 

The National Institute of Mental Health
www.nimh.nih.gov
NIMH is the lead federal agency for research on mental health disorders. 
Its mission is to transform the understanding and treatment of mental 
illnesses through basic and clinical research, paving the way for prevention, 
recovery, and cure.
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Advisers are exceptionally poised to work alongside counselors 
and school therapists to encourage their students to seek help, 
whether the situation involves their education or their life outside 
of school. If given the chance, seize the opportunity to be trained 
in viable educational services that detail the need for behavioral 
and mental wellness. Advisers with this training can serve as 
great resources for students who need someone to talk to and 
can play a role in preventing certain situations such as bullying 
or suicide. 

Advisers should offer open times to talk, make every attempt to 
understand where the student is coming from, and encourage the 
need to seek help if everything has become too much to handle. 
As a student myself, I learned my limits with school, life, work, 
relationships, and everything else through experience. I previously 
suffered an emotional breakdown, and I have since learned that I 

can change the course of the personal recovery 
plan that was set for me. I know now that 
teachers and advisers can only help if they are 
made aware of students’ feelings and struggles. 
If our students are willing to speak without fear 
of discrimination or judgment about how they’re 
feeling, the floodgates will open and the cycle of 
stigma on mental illness can begin to be broken. � 

Jennifer Alquicira is an undergraduate 

senior majoring in public health at the 

University of Nebraska at Omaha (UNO), 

president of NAMI on the UNO campus, 

and a member of the board of directors 

of NAMI Omaha. 

Students who help to improve school climate 
and culture, participate in community 
service, and exhibit positive character are 
setting the standards for high performance. 
Honor their words and actions with the 
American Citizenship Award pin.  

Inspire great citizenship
The American Citizenship Award 

The pins are available for $3.50 each or $3.00 each 
when you purchase 10 or more.

ORDER YOUR CERTIFICATES AND PINS 
TODAY AT PEAP-ACA.org
Sponsored by NASSP and NAESP

16_NASSP_Sales_PEAP and ACA_P4.indd   2 12/2/16   4:08 PM
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Learning is the result of personal relationships. I learned this in 
college from my basketball coach. Years later, I had a chance to 
work for him and was amazed at how well he could structure a 
lesson and, more impressive still, get his athletes to perform at 
levels they didn’t even know possible—both academically and 
athletically. As I entered the classroom, I kept that philosophy with 
me. Everything I did every day—from greeting kids at the door, 
to learning names, to attending school events—was to build that 
relationship and let the students know I was invested. With social 
media, I saw a new opportunity to build relationships beyond the 
classroom. It is an amazing tool for us—both as teachers and as 
advisers—to give students and teachers recognition, promote 
events, and celebrate the school.

MAKING 

SOCIAL MEDIA 
THEMOSTOF

BY MATT SOETH

10 ways to effectively manage 
social media 
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SOCIAL MEDIA 
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MANAGING SOCIAL MEDIA
After a few years of managing social media in my classroom, 
in my school, and at the local and national level for education, I 
have learned several things that make time on social media fun 
and effective. 
1. Model the behavior. The sooner we can get educators online 

modeling appropriate use of social media, the better students 
will be on social media. Too many times we hand kids a phone 
and send them off to figure it out. If kids can be on social 
media and see how professionals are using the different apps, 
we can help guide their behavior.

2. Make it interactive. Create challenges like scavenger hunts 
and extra-credit questions, or host chats using social media. I 
used to take photos of spirit items I hid on campus and send 

C’MON GET APPY
Check out these apps that can help you with your 
social media efforts: 

ChatterPix 
This app creates talking photos. Snap a picture, draw 
a mouth, record your audio, and you have a talking 
photo. If you don’t want your students to share on 
social media, get ChatterPix Kids. Available for iOS.

What to use this for:
Teach procedures by creating a talking post-it note 
about the importance of taking notes. Students can 
create talking photos of historical figures like authors, 
presidents, and famous people. Doing a battle of 
the bands? Get talking photos of famous musicians 
inviting your students to the event and then share on 
Instagram and Twitter. 

Tip: You can go to www.blabberize.com on any 
computer and create the same effect. 

AutoRap
Become your own personal rap star by turning your 
words into a rap song. The AutoRap base app is free 
with a subscription option to gain access to more 
music. Available on iOS and Android. 

What to use this for:
Create your own songs to use with assignments, 
projects, school events, announcements, and more. 
No rhyming skills necessary.

Hyperlapse
This time-lapse app is used with Instagram and 
allows you to create speedy time-lapse videos. 
Available on iOS and Android.
 
What to use this for:
Show a student getting their spirit wear on for a 
game, including face paint and more. Use it to record 
a lab assignment and cut the 45-minute process 
down to about 30 seconds. Show students setting up 
a rally, dance, or getting ready for the big game. 

PicFlow
This app lets you create a photo slideshow that melds 
photos with music. Available on iOS and Android. 
 
What to use this for:
After an event, you can stream together a group of 
photos to share on your social networks. It’s much 
easier than sharing one photo at a time, and video 
has been proven to be a much more effective means 
of engaging an audience.

out a photo to get kids to locate the items. 
Or, I’d tweet out in the morning, “The first 20 
kids to show up at room 20 tomorrow get a 
spirit shirt!” Social media is not something to 
just be consumed; make it interactive.

3. Choose your times wisely. You’ll want to 
schedule some of your social media posts 
because no one has time to be on social 
media constantly. Apps like Hootsuite  
(www.hootsuite.com) are great for managing 
your social media networks and scheduling 
content. For example, schedule your posts to 
show up first thing in the morning (6:30 a.m.) 
to remind students about spirit days. That’s 
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when they are waking up and first looking at their phones. 
Similarly, when students are heading to lunch or getting out 
of school, they are looking at devices to see what everyone is 
doing or texting a friend for a ride. Evenings are good, too—
anything around 8:00 p.m.—as that is a high-traffic time on 
social media.

4. Involve your students. I would often have students help me 
develop our social media calendar and create visual content like 
GIFs or videos to help spread the word. I didn’t need to do it all.

5. Coordinate your social media marketing. As a leadership 
class, we would all plan out what was going to be posted at 
night. Then, at 7:30 p.m., I would send out a text via a group 
text platform like Remind (www.remind.com) and my students 
would then send out the same post on Twitter, Instagram, 
Snapchat, or anywhere else they were posting. We would 
then go around and mark the posts as favorites, share them, 
or comment on them. Imagine, 30 students posting the 
same thing at the same time and then resharing the posts. 
That’s a lot of messages saying the same thing in front of 
an exponential number of students at school. It’s hard not 
to know what is going on for students that are connected. 
In addition, I would ask students who were willing to text 
their friends to share the message. Our goal is to get the 
information out; individual communication is still one of the 
best ways of doing that.

6. Make it relevant. Survey your kids, find out what platforms 
they are using, and decide which social media platform you 
want to use to engage your students. Twitter seems to be 
the favorite for a lot of schools. In my experience, kids tend 
to be on Instagram, Twitter, and Snapchat. Parents are more 
likely to be on Facebook and the school website. A survey is 
a great way to find out how parents and students want to get 
their information.

7. Learn how to use hashtags. Fulton Middle School in Fulton, 
MO, does an awesome job of promoting its academics and 
achievements through hashtags. Principal Beth Houf does 
Twitter challenges with her staff and celebrates teaching 
and learning daily. Check out #fmsteach on Twitter for more 
examples. One way to help foster a positive school culture is 
to share the positive stuff happening on your campus every 
single day.

8. Change how you think. Most schools are doing schoolwide 
daily video announcements (and at the very least have printed 
announcements). Chunk out your announcements into 10- to 
15-second videos and share them on Snapchat. 

9. Take advantage of texting. For students not involved in  
social media groups, texting is a great tool. I used apps like 
Remind to send out messages to students all over campus.  

At freshman orientation, I had students hold 
up a sign and encouraged them to register 
for the text service to get reminders out 
about what was going to be happening 
at school. I would do the same at another 
event, a few days later, for seniors. After two 
years, I had more than half the school signed 
up for the text reminders. The great thing 
is, by signing them up by class, I can send a 
text to just the freshmen class or I can send 
a text to all four classes.

10. Get familiar with the technology. If you are 
new to the social media landscape, pick one 
platform and give yourself a chance to play. 
Too many times we go all in with something 
new and get overwhelmed. Give yourself 
permission to play, make mistakes, and 
learn. Just like teaching, you don’t need to be 
the expert, you just need to know which way 
to lead your students so learning will happen. 

Once you learn the technology, generating 
interest and student involvement on social media 
takes a little time. Within two years of engaging 
students via social media, sending reminders, and 
utilizing online promotions along with posters and 
announcements, we saw a huge upturn in school 
spirit. The easiest measurable goal for us to see 
was a huge increase in participation on spirit days, 
especially on school color days. We spent so much 
time building and planning activities that fostered 
relationships on our campus, why wouldn’t we do 
that online as well? We connect with kids where 
they are, and in the process, help them develop 
their digital footprint through online interaction. �

Matt Soeth is an adjunct professor at 

the Teachers College of San Joaquin  

in Stockton, CA, where he instructs 

teachers in technology and mobile 

applications.

With social media, I saw a new opportunity to build 
relationships beyond the classroom. It is an amazing 
tool for us—both as teachers and as advisers—to give 
students and teachers recognition, promote events, 
and celebrate the school.
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PRACTICE
PUT THIS INTO

Collaborative Creativity
Objective
Students will see how creativity is a group process and how, by working 
together, they can find better and more innovative solutions to problems.

Materials
Copies of “The 18th Camel” story
Pen and paper

Time Required
45–60 minutes

Procedure: 
Step 1: The Camel Conundrum 
Give the students the story of “The 18th Camel.” TIP: If you do a Google 
search for “18th Camel,” a suitable version should come up. Ask students 
to read the story individually and think of solutions to the problem. After 
students have written down some solutions, ask them to form small 
groups and discuss potential solutions with others. After students have 
had a few minutes to do this, ask students to share the solutions they 
came up with (one common solution is selling the camels and dividing the 
money). After students have shared their solutions, pass out the “answer” 
to the problem, and allow students to see how closely their proposed 
solutions matched up to the suggested one. Remind students that even if 
their solution did not match the suggested one, if they were able to solve 
the problem, their solution was a valid one. 

Ask students how beneficial it was to work with others when trying to 
solve this problem. Students will probably report that they were able to 
come up with more and better solutions when working with others than 
when working alone. Tell students that when we discuss “creativity,” we 
are looking at new ways of solving problems, and that often it is helpful to 
brainstorm and work together to find solutions.

Step 2: Real-World Application
Now, tell students that you are going to show them how they can harness 
the power of groups in overcoming challenges by seeking the input of 

BY FELIX YERACE

others. Have each student write down at least one current challenge they 
are facing. It could be focused on an organization they belong to (such as 
NHS, NJHS, or NASC), or it could be a personal challenge. The key element 
is that it should be something the student is struggling with and cannot 
solve on their own. 

Once everyone has written down their challenges, remind students 
that sometimes, when we are close to a challenge, it is hard for us to see 
possible solutions. Select a student who is willing to share their challenge, 
and have them read their challenge and explain it to the class. Allow other 
students to offer solutions to the challenge. If you have a larger class or if 
you feel students would be more comfortable sharing in a smaller setting, 
break the class into groups and have students present their challenge 
to a smaller group, rather than the whole class. Alternatively, you could 
have a challenge already selected for students and have them participate 
in a class-sized or small-group brainstorming session to try to create 
solutions to the problem. Ask students after they are done if they feel they 
were able to come up with better solutions by working in a group than by 
working alone. 

Step 3: It’s OK to Be Wrong
Finally, conclude the activity by reminding students that when exploring 
new and unique solutions to problems, they have to be prepared to be 
wrong and adapt their ideas. Failure is often a byproduct of success, and 
author Ken Robinson reminds us that “If you’re not prepared to be wrong, 
you’ll never come up with anything original.” Rather than get discouraged, 
students should be willing to try different solutions to problems until they 
find one that works. The key is searching for the solution with others and 
asking for help when needed. �

Felix Yerace is a student government co-adviser at South Fayette High 

School in McDonald, PA, and an NASSP Student Leadership Advisory 

Committee member. 

Engage your chapter or council by participating in this  
interactive activity
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WITH...
A CONVERSATION

Advise: When did you first know you wanted to participate in student 
council? What did you hope to gain from the experience? 
I noticed that the people involved in student council were the ones who 
were always doing something. I had the desire to broaden my knowledge 
of and experience with people and cultures of differing viewpoints (and the 
world in general), and student council seemed like a good way to do that. I 
still have that desire.

Advise: How did your involvement in the National Association  
of Student Councils (NASC) help shape your high school, college,  
and career experiences?
It was amazing. I attended high school in a small town in rural 
Pennsylvania. When I was a junior, the NASC Conference was held  
about an hour from me, in the city of Pittsburgh. Attending this event  
was a turning point for me. It made me realize how much more there  
was out there, how much I could accomplish, and that there were so  
many inspiring people that I could learn from.

Advise: Conill is a full-service, Latino-focused advertising  
agency. Could you expand on some of the unique contributions  
the Latino community offers in this space? In the student council 
space as well?
Latinos in the United States are shaping our culture in every aspect. 
From music and food to government and medicine, Latinos are making 
significant contributions. This reaches the student council space  
because Latino students are establishing themselves as the leaders 
of their schools and communities. And not just in expected places like 
California and Texas, but all across the country.

Advise: In your own words, why is it important that today’s students 
focus on the idea of being global citizens? 
There is absolutely no substitute for this kind of experience. You will  
be a better person, and contribute to the world being a better place,  
if you understand more perspectives. You can only do that by getting to 
know more people, from more cultures, with more varied backgrounds.

Advise: What would you say to a student who is considering joining 
student council?
That’s a no-brainer: Do it. Why would you pass up the chance to broaden 
your worldview and learn the skills it takes to become a leader?

Advise: How did your involvement in student council make you a  
better leader? 
Before student council, I thought I had a clear understanding of what 
needed to be done to make the school stronger. But once I joined, I learned 
so much about what others needed—things I hadn’t considered, given 
my limited perspective. Once you start to see the world through others’ 
eyes, you can relate much better. And a great leader has to consider her 
constituents. She might have an incredible vision, but it isn’t worthwhile  
if people can’t relate to it.

Advise: Did the service work you did with student council ignite an 
interest in helping others? How so? 
Rather than ignite an interest, I think it stoked it—many of those 
who joined student council, including me, already had a desire to 
make a positive impact on the community. Student council gave us 
the opportunity to do that and taught us how to create successful 
philanthropic campaigns. �

Jennifer Dellapina
Former student council member and group 
strategic planning director at Conill,  
one of the nation’s leading Latino  
marketing agencies

Get inspiration from one special individual who’s  
making a difference
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COLLABORATION SPACE
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Get fresh and inspiring ideas for your next project
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NJHS students at Caroline Middle 
School in Milford, VA, hosted a 
“Pack the Pallet” water drive to 
provide clean water to residents 
of Flint, MI, and Tappahannock, 
VA. The group set out to collect a 
minimum of 150 cases of water 
by March 23, 2016. They more 
than doubled their goal! A total of 
410 cases of water were donated 
and packed onto a school bus 
(for the Virginia donation) and a 
U-Haul truck (for the Michigan 
donation), each driven by a 
teacher who volunteered to deliver 
the water personally. 

Student council members at 
Notre Dame High School in Cape 
Girardeau, MO, took on the role 
of teachers during a series of 
computer workshops offered 
to staff. Members sent out 
an invitation that offered four 
programs, each presented as a 
one-hour class after school: basic computer use, PowerPoint 
presentations, web page design, and Microsoft Publisher. One 
or two students taught each course, with six to eight other 
student helpers in the room. According to Ann Bolzenius, 
student council adviser, “Kids love showing off their computer 
knowledge, and teachers appreciate the opportunity to learn 
a new skill or program.” 

For many schools, the end of March is met with a sense of dread, as it signals 
end-of-instruction testing time. The student council at McAlester High School 
in McAlester, OK, decided to host an assembly made up of humorous skits that 
illustrated various ways students could best prepare themselves for the trying 
times ahead. While the assembly was going on in the student activity center, MHS 
student council members worked in the hallways of the building, taping rolls of 
bubble wrap to the floors. When the student body left the assembly to head back 
to class, they were met with signs directing them to pop as many bubbles as they 

could. Five minutes of laughter and chaos ensued. 
Everyone was happy, a little less stressed, and a little 
more ready to face those exams.
Tip: Discuss cleanup with your custodial staff so 
they’re not caught off guard! 

During the month of March, student council and NHS students at Silver Stage 
High School in Silver Springs, NV, participate in a five-mile walk to raise money 

to provide food for their local senior 
center. Community members are 
also invited to participate in this 
activity for a great cause.

March 4 Meals

M S LH

Test Prep &
 BUBBLE WRAP

STUDENTS TEACHING TEACHERS

AID FOR FLINT
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COLLABORATION SPACE

WANT MORE IDEAS? Log in to the National Student Project Database 
for thousands of project ideas from schools across the country.

nhs.us/projects  •  njhs.us/projects  •  nasc.us/projects
CURRENTLY, THERE ARE 

2,313
PROJECTS IN THE
NATIONAL
STUDENT PROJECT

DATABASE
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At the end of the first three nine-week grading periods, 
National Honor Society members at Lake Hamilton High 
School in Pearcy, AR, pass out forms to every teacher asking 
them to choose one student to recognize who wouldn’t 
usually receive recognition. Then they must pick an adjective 
that describes that student. After the forms are collected, 
NHS members write each student’s name on a paper brick 

along with the 
positive adjective. 
They align the 
bricks on a wall in 
the school where 
everyone can  
see them.

The student council of Ada High School 
in Ada, OK, organized a campaign 
to kidnap a teacher last spring as a 
fundraiser. Members collect money 
from every teacher’s classes each 
period for a week, keeping track of 
the total collected for each class. At 
the end of the week, student council 
officers bring a substitute teacher into 
the classroom of the teacher whose 
students raised the most money. They wheel the teacher 
away for an hour off, and the class gets a party. 

A unique raffle at Medway High School in Medway, MA, had student council 
members soliciting donations of necessities for college dorm life. Once all 
donations are collected, council members fill a trunk with the products and sell 
raffle tickets to seniors and their parents. One lucky winner gets the trunk when 
his or her name is called at the senior banquet. 

The student council of Seneca Valley Senior High School in Harmony, PA, 
sponsored an all-night volleyball tournament as a fundraiser for Shriners Hospital 

for Children, which was selected by the Pennsylvania 
Association of Student Councils as the state project. 
The group raised about $1,000 by charging co-
ed teams (including a faculty team) a minimum 
$40 donation to play. More than 200 students 
participated. The tournament started on a Friday 
night at 11:00 p.m. and ended at about 6:00 a.m. the 
following morning. 

M S LH

ALL-NIGHT 
VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT

SENIOR 

TRUNK RAFFLE THE ADJECTIVE WALL

Kidnap the Teacher
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TAKE TEN10 As a busy adviser, your time is especially valuable, 
so we’ve rounded up tips and resources just for you 
that only take 10 minutes or less.

Headspace is an online resource accessible by phone or 
computer that shows participants how to train their minds for 
a healthier, happier outlook. Take 10 is a free 10-day program 
where listeners can learn the basics of meditation in just  
10 minutes a day. If you want to take things a step further, 
there is a subscribe option for even more guided and unguided 
exercises, ranging from two minutes to an hour in length.  
There are also SOS sessions to help listeners during those 
“meltdown moments.” Visit www.headspace.com to learn more. 

If you’ve ever found watching HGTV shows to be therapeutic, you’re not 
alone. It can be particularly relaxing to watch a cozy space take shape, 
but it’s even more fun to imagine it for yourself. There are loads of sites, 
apps, and downloadable software that allow you to virtually put together 
your dream patio, fantasy foyer, or ideal man cave.

 n www.roomstyler.com/3dplanner
 n www.planner5d.com
 n www.homestyler.com

Blackout poetry is the practice of 
emphasizing words or phrases that 
you find appealing and blotting out the 
rest. What you get is a page mostly 
filled with blackness and a brand new 
poem—created from another written 
piece—that leaps out of the dark. You 

can turn any page of text into a beautiful blackout poem, but 
perhaps the most relaxing blackout poetry comes from turning 
a stressful written assignment or written project into something 
completely different. Visit http://newspaperblackout.com for 
some examples.

HEADSPACE
SAY HELLO TO

Blackout the Stress

REMODEL & REJUVENATE

PROGRESSIVE 
MUSCLE RELAXATION
Progressive muscle relaxation (PMR) is a useful tool for relaxing, 
especially when you’re stuck behind a desk most of the day. PMR is as 
simple as slowly tensing and relaxing certain muscle groups in a specific 
sequence in accordance with thoughtfully timed breathing. Start by 
breathing in and then tensing up a set of muscles as tightly as you can 
(but not so tight that it’s painful). Now, continue to clench that muscle 
group for 5 to 10 seconds. Once the time is up and you breathe back out, 
relax those muscles. Just when you think you can’t relax your muscles 
any further, attempt to relax them even more.
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The sky’s the limit for your student council at this year’s National 
Association of Student Councils (NASC) conference.
At this unforgettable three-day event, student leaders and advisers from across the 
country will be immersed in exciting and meaningful leadership training and activities. 
With inspiring speakers, informative student workshops and seminars, and quality 
professional development for advisers, the NASC National Conference will fi ll students 
with enthusiasm and ideas to help launch your council into the new school year. 

Learn more by visiting nascconference.org

NASC CONFERENCE 
June 26–28, 2017  
Pinkerton Academy |  Derry, NH

16_SP-NASCConf_Ad_P5.indd   1 10/17/16   4:01 PM



Become an International  
Exchange Coordinator! 

You bring the life-changing experience of 
student exchange into your own community. By 
matching students from around the globe with 
host families in your area, you open worlds, you 
create lasting relationships, and you change 
lives —including your own.

efexchangeyear.org/advise

We’d love to hear from you!
Toll Free: 1-800-447-4273

EF High School Exchange Year, is operated by EF Educational Foundation for Foreign Study, a non-profit corporation designated by 
the U.S. Department of State to operate a J-1 student exchange program. 

BRING 
EXCHANGE 
TO YOUR 
SCHOOL 
Mentor an international  
exchange student
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